
GENERAL GOVERNMENT
WATER & WASTEWATER

2013/2014 BUDGET
REVENUE & EXPENSE

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

As in the past, budget projections are based on the current year to date figures added to the 
remaining months of the previous year.  Adjustments are made for anomalies and known 
figures for certain line items.   The 2013 projections are then adjusted based on all data and 
historical information available, and the projection then becomes the basis for the 2014 
budget.  As with any budget some assumptions must be made, but with enough historical 
data, a degree of certainty can be achieved.   Municipal budgets change with the needs of the 
community.  Troy is facing real change in terms of population, and an aging infrastructure in 
the Water Dept., Sewer Dept. and General (streets, sidewalks,bridges, buildings etc.).  
Expenses are on the rise due to these factors.  As Council shifts priorities with changing 
community needs, the cost of supporting additional or upgraded services shifts.  Our 
challenge comes in terms of balancing expenses in a way that allows us to continue with 
needed capital improvements while keeping taxes and utility rates as reasonable as possible.  
The following narratives are intended to help Council understand what drives revenues and 
expenses and the need for any significant changes.   
Several line item have been changed in terms of amount to more closely reflect actual dollars 
spent over the past three years.  As priorities shift so does expense attributed to a specific 
line item.  This re-alignment has been applied to all three budgets herein presented.  It should 
also be recognized that budgets are a guide to help control spending and thereby keep taxes 
and rates to the minimum needed to run the day to day operations of the Borough.

GENERAL

TAX REVENUE

Troy Borough has 579 properties of which 7.77% are non-taxable.  The REAL ESTATE 
CURRENT at August 2013 exceeds the same line item for 2012 by 6%.  This revenue line 
item can be skewed by several factors, including but not limited to real estate values, the 1 mil 
increase imposed by the Borough for the 2012 tax year, property owners paying early to stay 
out of the penalty phase etc.  It is important not to over value this increase, and one way to 
help insure the establishment of a credible number is to combine like tax line items.  Because 
REAL ESTATE CURRENT, REAL ESTATE PRIOR and REAL ESTATE DELINQUITE tend to 
roll from one year to the next, it has always been a preference to combine them and look at 
them in their totality.  When doing that, what develops is a total in real estate revenue for 2010 
of $204,712.00.  The total for 2011 was $206,765.00.  The budgeted figure for 2011 was 
$206,000.00.  The total for year end 2012  was  $222,142.00.  This increase was due in large 
part to the 1 MIL increase imposed for the 2012 year.  Due to line item adjustments made for 
accounting principles the confidence level with the projection for 2014 is lower than in past 
years.  The recommended number based on a review of the 2013 property valuation for the 
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borough ($18,799,604) and millage rate of (11.98) is $225,000.00. This reflects the total 
projection of all three line items.

PER CAPITA CURRENT & PRIOR

The 2013 projection for these line items track well with the actual revenue generated in 2011 
and 2012.  2010 was slightly higher as a likely result of gas industry impact.  Total revenue 
projection for the line items is $6,500 including both current and prior.  These are 
recommended for 2014.  

R.E. TRANSFER TAX

This tax revenue, (1% of sales), is based on property sales and therefore difficult to predict. 
In 2010 the revenue for that line item was budgeted at $9,000.00 and actual at year end was 
$11,358.00  In 2011 the budget versus actual was $8,000.00 (budget) VS. $14,000.00 
(actual).  The budget for 2012 was $10,000.00 and the year end revenue in that line item 
was  $13,828.00.  The projection for 2013 is $11,185.00.  The budgeted amount for 2013 is 
$10,600.00.  The 2013 year to date (YTD) figure stands at $8,000.00.  I would recommend 
the projected figure for the 2014 budget ($11,200.00).

EARNED INCOME CURRENT & PRIOR

This 1% tax on income is shared between the School District and the Borough at 1/2% each. 
This was previously collected by the School District and the Borough was charged a 
commission of 5%.  On January 1 of 2012 ACT 32 required that the tax be collected county 
wide.  The Bradford County Tax Collection  Committee (TCC), consisting of representatives of 
each school district and municipality in the county, hired H. A. Berkheimer Inc. to collect this 
tax at a commission of 1.55%.  In 2011 earned income Both current and prior generated a 
revenue for the Borough of $81,000.00.  The budgeted number for that same year was 
$65,000.00.  The  budgeted figure for 2012 was  $80,000.00, the actual revenue received was 
$93,800.00.  Historically each quarter generates on average $20,000.00.  The projection for 
year end 2013 is $96.700.00, with $80,500.00 budgeted.  The YTD figure at August 31 is 
$63,500.00.  I would recommend a 2014 budget for these line items at $83,000.00.

OCCUPATIONAL TAX CURRENT AND PRIOR

This tax is a pre-established amount based on occupation.  This also, is historically a solid 
figure from year to year.  In 2010, revenue of $9,300.00 was budgeted and $9,700.00 was 
realized.  In 2011, $9,000.00 was budgeted with $9,500.00 realized.  For the 2012 budget 
$10,000.00 was budgeted, with the year end figure at $9,500.00.  The formula for 
predetermining the year end figure for 2013 puts the combined line items at $9,400.00.  I 
would determine this to be a safe number for  the line item for 2014.
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TAX REVENUE OVERVIEW

The total tax revenue expected at year end 2013, based on the above commentary, is 
projected at $330,100.00.  This is closely aligned with the revenue realized at year end 2012 
($345,700.00), after the 1 MIL tax increase.  This gives support to the 2013 projection.  By 
extension it is safe to assume that absent any dynamic demographic changes, these are 
acceptable figures for the 2014 budget with a total tax revenue of $335,100.00.

OTHER REVENUE (NON-TAX GENERAL BUDGET)

 Previously these line items made up approximately 15% of the general budget revenue. 
Most of the line items do not change significantly from year to year, but gas royalty payments 
to the Borough have increased these line items to constitute 28% of total revenue.  The 
majority of the pension line item comes from State Aid funding, but must be included in the 
budget because it is ultimately the fiduciary responsibility of the Borough.  In the event that 
the State discontinues or reduces the funding the Borough must fund the pensions. 
Therefore, it is included in the expense line item as the proposed Minimum Municipal 
Obligation (MMO) accepted in the September meeting for both uniform and non-uniform 
pension plans.  The revenue line item is included to cover the expense and is based on the 
previous years allocation of State Aid and is then adjusted upon receipt of the current years 
allocation.  Although it does not always completely cover the expense it generally covers the 
vast majority of it.  For  the 2012  budget, the allocation was  $32,184.98.  The MMO for the 
police pension in 2014 is $19,659.00.  The MMO for the non-uniform employees in 2014 is 
$12,452.00.  In the best case scenario I would use the 2013 allocation numbers against the 
2014 expense.  At the time of this report the 2013 allocation had not been determined.  The 
MMO budgets are included in Appendix A of this report.

The revenue line item FINES FORFITURES AND COST is almost imposable to predict.  This 
is dependent on police activity and therefore can be driven by crime and traffic activity, and 
greatly effected by both type and amount.  Using historical data as in the past may not be 
prudent due to recent changes in the police department including a freeze on the aggressive 
driving program.  That line item projection has been reduced by 80% until new data can be 
developed.

The MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES AND RECIPTS line item is also difficult to predict as can 
be assumed by way of it's catch all identifier.  Pensions dollars pass through this line item on 
there way to the pension funds,  lease payments and other similar transactions that are 
infrequent but sometimes large, are passed through this line item.  Often those dollars are 
coming from (or) to another Borough account and due not truly reflect a revenue.  After 
breaking out the actual revenue within that line item from 2011,  a budget amount of 
$2,000.00 was  established for the 2013 budget.  The line item is driven by zoning fees, yard/
garage and other permit fees, but the Talisman royalty revenue from  Borough property has 
had a big impact on the line item.  At October 2013 that line item is over $95,000.00.   I would 
recommend the line item at $80,000.00 for 2014.
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EXPENSE

Although the expense budget is developed by reviewing each line of the budget, the report is 
simplified by reviewing departments then breaking out any line item that significantly impacts 
that department.  The goal is to hold expense by holding total department cost as close to the 
previous year as possible and addressing issues by alternating line items from year to year. 
This lends itself to shifting priorities as needed from one year to the next.

The line items in all the budgets were examined in three ways:
1. The line item amount at year end 2012 was reviewed to see if it ended over or under 

the planed budget for that year.
2. The YTD figure for the line item at August 2013 was projected to year end.
3. This projected figure was compared to the actual budgeted figure for 2013.

Line items that went over budget in 2012 were examined and adjusted to more closely reflect 
actual cost.  Line items that came in at 90% or more under budget were also reviewed and 
adjusted were appropriate.

GENERAL BUDGET LINE ITEM BREAKDOWN

ADMINISTRATION
The total department indicates an 2% decrease when compared to the 2013 budgeted amount for that 
department.  

● PART TIME WAGES – Council agreed in 2013 to increase part time hours to allow 
additional man power on Fridays and Mondays.  This required increasing the line item 
by $4,200.00.

● SALARY BOOKKEEPER – Decrease $3,800.00.  This reflects a 3% COLA and a line 
item shift from 33% of total to 20%.  WATER and SEWER to carry 40% each

● MILEAGE - for travel is seldom used and therefore this line item has been brought to 
$0.00.

● MINOR EQUIPMENT – reduced to $0.00
● TELEPHONE – increased $100.00
● COPIER CONTRACT – line item increased overall, but decreased in GENERAL by 

dividing between the three budgets.
● COMMISSION ON EIT TAX – increased $200.00

POLICE DEPARTMENT
Manpower changes through attrition and innovative shift scheduling have resulted in a total 
department savings of $16,000.00 when compared with the 2013 budget.  This generates a 
level of comfort and affords some important changes in the police budget.

● SALARY OF CHIEF – increased by $1,150.00.  Assumes a 3% COLA
● NON-SCHEDULED POLICE OFFICER – reduced by $400.00. 
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● OVERTIME PAY – increased $2,000.00
● UNIFORMS – increased $3,500.00.  Partially due to new uniforms and care and 

maintenance by an outside vendor.
● EQUIPMENT COMMUNICATIONS – increased $800.00.
● LEGAL COUNCIL – increase $500.00

CAR PYT – increased $5,000.00.  This capitalized expense is re-established due to the 
savings in the department.

GENERAL GOVERNMENT
This department has been reduced by $94.00

● CONTRACT PAYMENT TVFC – increase $176.00
● LEGAL SERVICES – decrease $1,000.00
● PLANNING & ZONING – increase $350.00
● EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT – increase $350.00
● CLEANING CONTRACT – increase $30.00

PUBLIC WORKS
Total department increased by $5,075.

● UNIFORMS – decreased by $25.00
● CONTRACTED SERVICES – increased by $3,000.00
● MATERIALS AND SUPPLIES – increased by $2,000.00
● PUBLIC WORKS FT WAGES – increased by $1,900.00 (2 FT PW employees)
● GASOLINE – reduced $1,800.00
● MINOR EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT – increase $400.00
● VEHICLE OPERATING EXPENSE – decrease $200.00
● GAS & ELECTRIC BARN – decrease $200.00

SNOW AND ICE
This department has a total decrease of $4,000.00

● MATERIALS & SUPPLIES – decrease $4,000.00

SIGNS & MARKINGS
Department increase $150.00

● MATERIALS & SUPPLIES – increase $100.0
● MAINT & REPAIR – increase $1,000.00
● TRAFFIC LIGHT ELECTRICITY – decrease $50.00
● STREET LIGHT ELECTRICITY – decrease $1,000.00

STORM SEWERS
Department decrease $6,000.00

● MAINT & REPAIR – decrease $6,000.00

MACHINERY & TOOL REPAIR
● TOOLS & MINOR EQUIPMENT – decrease $350.00

HIGHWAY
Total department down $3,300.00
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● SUPPLIES – decrease $2,000.00
● STREET MAINT & REPAIR – increase $1,300.00

MISCELLANIOUS
● PARKS & RECREATION – increase $1,000.00
● GAS – LIBRARY – decrease $100.00
● POSTAGE – increase $200.00
● CAPITAL IMPROVMENTS – increase $13,000.00
● POLICE PENSION FUND – increase $4,700
● NON-UNIFORM PENSION – increase $502.00
● INSURANCE GENERAL – increase $6,000.00
● UC CLAIMS – increase $400.00
● SOCIAL SECURITY TAXES – increase $2,300.00
● TO CAPITAL RESERVE – increase $13,700

GENERAL GOVERNMENT 2014 budget projection

BUDGETED REVENUES
R.E. TAXES CURRENT  $     205,400.00 

R.E. TAXES PRIOR  $      12,500.00 

R.E. TAXES DELINQUENT  $        7,100.00 

PER CAPITA CURRENT  $        5,000.00 

PER CAPITA PRIOR  $        1,500.00 

R.E. TRANSFER TAX DEED  $      11,200.00 

EARNED INCOME TAX CURRENT  $      76,800.00 

EARNED INCOME TAX PRIOR  $        6,200.00 

OCCUPATION TAXES CURRENT  $        7,200.00 

OCCUPATION TAXES PRIOR  $        2,200.00 

 TAX TOTAL  $     335,100.00 

CABLE TELEVISION FRANCHISE  $        9,200.00 
FINES, FORFEITURES, COSTS  $        6,000.00 
SALE BARN INCOME  $                  -   
INTEREST  $           200.00 
STATE AID PENSION  $      32,184.98 
GENERAL GOVERNMENT 2014 projection
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BEVERAGE & LIQUOR  $           650.00 
IN LIEU OF TAXES  $                  -   
POLICE SERVICES  $           200.00 
BUILDING PERMITS  $             60.00 
PARKING METERS  $             30.00 
RECYCLE GRANT  $                  -   
MISC REVENUE RECEIPTS  $      80,000.00 
EMP HEALTH CONT.  $                  -   
OTHER TOTAL   $     128,524.98 

TOTAL BUDGETED REVENUES  $     463,624.98

BUDGETED EXPENSES
ADMINISTRATION

PART TIME WAGES  $        5,200.00 
PAYROLL FEES  $           650.00 
SALARY-MANAGER  $      19,200.00 
SALARY BOOKKEEPER  $        6,200.00 
DUES-SEMINARS-MEMBERSHIPS  $           200.00 
MILEAGE  $                  -   
MINOR EQUIPMENT PURCHASE
ACCOUNTING  $        1,500.00 
TELEPHONE  $        2,100.00 
ADVERTISING  $           300.00 
BOND MANAGER/SECRETARY  $           750.00 
MAINT & REPAIR EQUIPMENT  $                  -   
AUDITING  $        2,000.00 
INDUSTRIAL APPRAISAL  $           200.00 
LEGAL SOLICITOR  $        3,000.00 
OVERTIME WAGES  $        2,000.00 
OFFICE SUPPLIES  $           500.00 
MATERIALS & SUPPLIES  $           100.00 
ELECTRIC & GAS  $        2,000.00 
MINOR EQUIPMENT PURCHASE  $           300.00 
TRASH REMOVAL  $        1,300.00 
HALL/BARN MAINT & REPAIR  $           250.00 
COPIER CONTRACT  $           225.00 
TOTAL DEPARTMENT  $      47,975.00 

TAX COLLECTOR

COMMISSION ON TAX COLLECTOR  $        3,400.00 
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GENERAL GOVERNMENT 2014 projection

COMMISSION ON EIT TAX COLLECTOR  $        2,000.00 
MATERIAL & SUPPLIES  $           600.00 
TAX COLLECTOR BOND  $           250.00 
TOTAL DEPARTMENT  $        6,250.00 

POLICE DEPARTMENT
SALARY OF CHIEF  $      39,450.00 
FULLTIME PATROLMAN (sgt)  $      33,500.00 
SALARY PART-TIMERS  $      11,600.00 
NON-SCHEDULED PT OFFICER  $           600.00 
OVERTIME PAY  $        3,000.00 
TOTAL PAYROLL POLICE  $      88,150.00 
OFFICE SUPPLIES  $           480.00 
MEMBERSHIP & PUBLICATIONS  $           150.00 
EQUIPMENT MINOR  $           400.00 
GASOLINE  $        5,500.00 
UNIFORMS  $        3,500.00 
EQUIPMENT COMMUNICATIONS  $        1,000.00 
POLICE EDUCATION  $           500.00 
TRAINING-AMMUNITION/TARGETS  $        2,000.00 
TELEPHONE  $        1,200.00 
LEGAL COUNSEL  $           500.00 
TRAVEL EXPENSE & MILEAGE  $           500.00 
VEHICLE MAINTENANCE & REPAIR  $        5,000.00 
POLICE UNEMPLOYMENT  $                  -   
ANIMAL SHELTER  $           300.00 
TECHNOLOGY SUPPORT  $           700.00 
CAPITAL FUND  $        1,000.00 
CAR PAYMENT  $        5,000.00 
TOTAL OTHER  $      27,730.00 
TOTAL DEPT.  $     115,880.00 

GENERAL GOVERNMENT

CONTRACT PAYMENT TVFD  $      18,451.00 
LEGAL SERVICES  $        2,000.00 
PLANNING & ZONING  $        1,000.00 
EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT  $           500.00 
CDL EXPENSES  $           100.00 
CLEANING CONTRACT  $           480.00 
RECYCLING COLLECTION  $                  -   
TOTAL DEPARTMENT  $      22,531.00 

PUBLIC WORKS
UNIFORMS  $           725.00 
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GENERAL GOVERNMENT 2014 projection

CONTRACTED SERVICES  $        5,000.00 
MATERIAL & SUPPLIES  $        3,000.00 
GENERAL MAINTENCE & REPAIR  $        1,000.00 
PUBLIC WORKS FT WAGES  $      20,500.00 
GASOLINE  $        2,500.00 
MINOR EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT  $           500.00 
VEHICLE OPERATING EXPENSE  $        1,300.00 
GAS & ELECTRIC BARN  $        1,300.00 
TOTAL DEPARTMENT  $      35,825.00 

SNOW & ICE
MATERIALS & SUPPLIES  $        3,000.00 
TOTAL DEPARTMENT  $        3,000.00 

SIGNS & MARKINGS
MATERIALS & SUPPLIES  $           500.00 
MAINT & REPAIR  $        1,000.00 
TRAFFIC SIGNAL ELECTRICITY  $           500.00 
STREET LIGHTS ELECTRICITY  $      14,000.00 
TOTAL DEPARTMENT  $      16,000.00 

STORM SEWERS
MATERIAL & SUPPLIES  $        5,000.00 
MAINT & REPAIR  $        2,000.00 
TOTAL DEPARTMENT  $        7,000.00 

MACHINERY & TOOL REPAIRS
TOOLS & MINOR EQUIPMENT  $           150.00 
TOTAL DEPARTMENT  $           150.00 

HIGHWAY
STREET FOREMAN WAGES  $                  -   
SUPPLIES  $        3,000.00 
STREET MAINTENANCE & REPAIR  $        4,500.00 
TOTAL DEPARTMENT  $        7,500.00 

MISCELLANEOUS

CONTRIBUTION-ALPARON PARK  $        1,000.00 
PARKS & RECREATION  $        1,000.00 
CONTRIBUTION-SWIMMING POOL  $        2,000.00 
GAS-LIBRARY  $        1,200.00 
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GENERAL GOVERNMENT 2014 projection

CONTRIBUTION-LIBRARY  $        1,000.00 
POSTAGE  $        1,300.00 
CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS  $      92,569.00
POLICE PENSION FUND  $      19,659.00 
NON-UNIFORM PENSION  $      12,452.00 
INSURANCE GENERAL  $      26,100.00 
LIFE INSURANCE  $           400.00 
U.C. CLAIMS  $           500.00 
DISABILITY INSURANCE  $                  -   
HEALTH & HOSPITAL INSURANCE  $      21,801.14 
SOCIAL SECURITY TAXES  $        7,900.00 
TO CAPITAL RESERVE (INT)  $      12,632.84 
TOTAL DEPARTMENT  $     196,513.98 

TOTAL BUDGETED REVENUES  $     463,624.98

TOTAL BUDGET EXPENSES  $     463,624.98

SURLUS / (DEFICIT)  $                  -   

GENERAL
SUMMARY

2012-2013 General Accounts
Dec. 31, 2012 Aug. 31, 2013 Oct. 31 2013

Money Market $126,080.10 $199,677.88 $210,249.10

Certificate of Deposit $164,058.47 $164,058.47 $164,058.47

ACT 13 FUNDS $62,932.18 $130,655.06 $130,676.90

Checking $    856.02 $    858.02 $1196.45

Special Projects $ 66,609.58 $  66,631.77 $66,637.34

Police Cap fund $  3003.52 $  52.24 $36.54

   Gen Cap Reserve $311,175.74 $405,524.39 $421,462.30

Total $734,715.62 $967,457.83 $994,317.10
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WATER

REVENUE

The main revenue line item supporting the water budget is rents current.  At August 2012 that 
line item is very close to August 2011 with a variance of only 2%.  The model establishes a 
projection of $171,818.00 for year end 2012.  At August 2012 the line item exceeds the 2013 
year end figure by 40%.  This is attributable to offset billing cycles. In August of 2012 the 
RENTS CURRENT were at (33%) of budget, in 2011 it was (39.9%) and year end 2012 it is 
was  (99%) of budget.   The average revenue per month from January 1 through October 31 
2013 is $14,000.00.  Projecting this number through 2 months of the last quarter gives a 
projection of $157,300.00.   It is recommended that the 2014 line item be established at 
166,000.00.  The other revenue line items are either inconsequential or unpredictable at this 
time.  

EXPENSE

Although the expense budget is developed by reviewing each line of the budget, the report is 
simplified by reviewing departments then breaking out any line item that significantly impacts 
that department.  The goal is to hold expense by holding total department cost as close to the 
previous year as possible and addressing issues by alternating line items from year to year. 
This lends itself to shifting priorities as needed from one year to the next.  Following the 
projections as closely as possible produced a budget deficit for 2014 of over $40,000.00. 
Line items had to be adjusted to accomplish a balanced budget without a water rate increase.

ADMINISTRATION

● MANAGER WAGES – increase $573.00, reflects 2013 increase

● FULL TIME LABOR WAGE – Increase $1,900.00, reflects Collective Bargaining 
Agreement (CBA)

● OVERTIME WAGES – decrease $206.00

● SECRETARY WAGES – Increase $2,350.00, reflects a 3% Cost of Living Allowance 
(COLA) and line item adjustment between GENERAL, WATER and SEWER.  WATER 
holding 40% of total. 

● PART TIME WAGES – increase $3,700.00, reflecting the increase in part time hours.

● OFFICE SUPPLIES – reduced $150.00 based on projection
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● PAYROLL FEES – reduced $70.00 based on projection 

● AUDIT – This line item has been increased by $500.00 based on the most recent audit 
cost for the 2012 fiscal year.

● ENGINEEREING SERVICES – This line item is $1,000.00 over the 2013 budgeted 
amount but $4,000.00 under the projected figure.  Projects and system upgrades are 
driving engineering services in both utility departments.

● TRAINING & EDUCATION – Increase $500.00.

● COMPUTER SW/WS – Stay in line with 2013 at $250.00, cloud back-up & central 
server

● CODE ENFORCMENT – Advertising  at $150.00

COLLECTION

This cost is utility driven.  Rate shopping and contracting a supplier with rates lower than 
Penelec has helped keep this cost down.  There is an increase over the previous budget, but 
it is less than if we had stayed with Penelec.  The other line items in this department will be 
supported with capital dollars.

PURIFICATION

This represents chlorine and other purification cost and is shared with wastewater 
disinfection.  The majority cost is generally carried by the healthier budget.

DISTRIBUTION

This is another cost driven by electric rates.  The scenario is similar to COLLECTION above.
The model for the materials and supplies line item is over $5,500.00.  This has been reduced 
to $3,500.00.  The equipment replacement line item is budgeted at $250.00 and will also be 
supported with capital dollars

BUILDING HALL & BARN

This is a shared cost between all three budgets because all three departments use the office 
and the maintenance barn.  This cost is also distributed depending on budget strength.  This 
is another area where capital dollars can be used and then budgeted going forward.

BUILDING WATER
The water building is a fairly new building and is in good condition.  There should be little 
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maintenance required.

GENERAL OPERATIONS

Contracted services line item has been significantly reduced to help balance the budget.  The 
majority of repairs contractors would be used for can be taken as capital projects.  Major 
machine and equipment line item cost can also be generated from the capital account. 
Overall the department is in line with previous years.

MISCELLANEOUS

Heath and general insurance cost have been shared among the other budgets.  They are 
benefits that are used by all employees making that possible.  This further reduces the budget 
expense making it possible to extend a balanced budget.

2014 BUDGET
PROJECTION

WATER
BUDGETED REVENUES

INTEREST  $        404.42 
RENTS - CURRENT  $  166,000.00 
MISCELLANEOUS  $     8,189.10 
EML CONT TO HEALTH INS.  $               -   
TOTAL BUDGETED REVENUES  $  174,593.52 

BUDGETED EXPENSE

ADMINISTRATION

MANAGER WAGES  $   19,200.00 
FT LABOR WAGES  $   20,500.00 
OVERTIME WAGES  $     2,132.71 
SECRETARY WAGES  $   12,350.00 
PART TIME WAGES  $     5,200.00 
OFFICE SUPPLIES  $        851.87 
PAYROLL FEES  $        600.00 
AUDIT  $     2,000.00 
MILEAGE  $               -   
ENGR SERVICES  $     1,000.00 
TRAINING & EDUCATION  $        500.00 
ACCOUNTING  $     1,500.00 
LABORATORY FEES  $     2,300.00 
TELEPHONE  $     1,650.00 
ADVERTISING  $        300.00 
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2014 BUDGET
PROJECTION

COMPUTER SW/W/S  $        250.00 
MEMBERSHIP & PUB  $        450.00 
CODE ENFORCMENT  $               -   
LEGAL SERVICES  $     1,000.00 
CDL EXPENSE  $        100.00 

TOTAL DEPT  $   72,084.58 

COLLECTIONS

MATERIAL & SUPP  $        150.00 
ELECTRICITY  $   20,000.00 
MAINT. & REPAIR  $     1,000.00 

TOTAL DEPT  $   21,150.00 

WATER
BUDGETED EXPENSE
PURIFICATION

MATERIALS & SUPP  $        150.00 
MAINT. & REPAIR  $        150.00 

 $               -   
TOTAL DEPT  $        300.00 

DISTRIBUTION

MATLS $ SUPPLIES  $     3,000.00 
ELECTRICITY  $     1,300.00 
MAINT. & REPAIRS  $     3,500.00 
EQUIPMENT RELACMENT  $        200.00 

TOTAL DEPT  $     8,000.00 

BUILDING HALL & BARN

HALL/BARN M&R  $        100.00 
MATERIALS & SUPP  $        100.00 
MINOR EQUIP PURCHASE  $        100.00 
GAS & ELEC  $     2,564.60 

TOTAL DEPT  $     2,864.60 
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BUILDING WATER
2014 BUDGET PROJECTION

MATERIALS & SUPP W/BLDG  $        100.00 
MINOR EQUIPMENT W.BLDG  $        100.00 
MAIN & REPAIR-WATER BLDG  $        100.00 
MATERIALS & SUPP  $        100.00 
MINOR EQUIPMENT  $        100.00 
MAIN & REPAIR  $     1,000.00 

TOTAL DEPT  $     1,500.00 

GENERAL OPERATIONS

WATER
BUDGETED EXPENSE

CONTRACTED SERVICES  $     2,000.00 
UNIFORMS  $        780.00 
MAJOR MACHIN & EQUIP  $               -   
MAINT. & REPAIR  $        300.00 
MATERIALS & SUPP  $        100.00 
TOOLS &MINOR EQUIP  $        100.00 
VEHICLE EXPENSE  $     1,000.00 
GASOLINE  $     2,600.00 
WATER / SEWER PLANT CONTRACT  $   15,049.50 
TOTAL DEPT  $   21,929.50 

MISCELLANEOUS

SOCIAL SECURITY  $     2,300.00 
HEALTH & HOSP INS  $   23,800.00 
INSURANCE  $   19,423.00 
POSTAGE  $     1,300.00 
CAPITAL IMPROVMENTS  $               -   
LIFE INSURANCE  $        400.00 
U C CLAIMS  $        113.81 
TRANSFER TO CAP RESERVE  $               -   

TOTAL DEPT  $   47,336.81 

TOTAL BUDGETED REVENUES  $  174,593.52 

TOTAL BUDGETED EXPENSES  $  175,165.49 

SURPLUS / (DEFICIT)  $       (571.97)
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BULK SALES

There has been a significant decline in bulk water sales in 2012 and 2013.  The average 
revenue from this source from January 2012 through December 2012 was $20,530.00 per 
month.  For the same time period in 2011 the average monthly revenue was $32,300.00  The 
average monthly revenue from January 2013 through November was $4,100.00.  It was 
previously agreed that a decline in bulk sales could result in a re-establishment of the 
surcharge on all customer water accounts.  With the water department paying a $3,000.00 flat 
fee to GENERAL for property lease and an additional $7,000.00 for the debt service,it is 
obvious the department was losing $6,000.00 per month.  In 2013 Council did re-instate the 
surcharge.  I would also recommend the lease agreement be suspended until water sales 
resume.  Economic development groups such as the Northern Tear Regional Planning and 
Development Corporation and the Central Bradford Progress Authority feel the business will 
return.  The water department has recently completed a minor permit amendment as required 
by DEP for the water filling site in anticipation of that return.

Following is a comparison of bulk sales between 2011 and 2012 for the above reporting 
period:
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WATER SUMMARY

Several projects over the past two years along with the reduction in bulk sales 
altered our cash position in the water department.  In 2012  and 2013 a water line 
replacement project on Weigester Street came in at over $216,900.00.  The purchase of a 
tractor for the water department was $13,200.00.  There was $6,000.00 in meter purchases 
and $27,000.00 in other major repair projects.  With an average monthly revenue from bulk 
sales through September of $4,100.00 and an expenditure for PennVest of $63,000.00 and 
the lease of $27,000.00, a shortfall of $53,100.00 was recognized in bulk sales.  These 
examples alone total $316,200.00. 

 It is imperative that the elected officials in conjunction with the appointed borough 
management continue to maintain the water system for the benefit of all residents while 
containing new upgrades and improvements only to the extent necessary.  

2011-2013  Water Accounts

Dec. 31, 2011 Sept. 31, 2012 Nov. 2013

Money Market $369,844.39 $439,988.20 $293,897.29

PV Money Market $  7,022.88 $  7,022.88 $7,022.88

SF Money Market $ 15,108.13 $ 15,310.27 $14,391.81

Customer Deposits $  9,002.41 $ 11,426.10 $9,583.74

Cap Reserve $395,011.06 $382,304.35 $164,460.98

Total $795,988.87 $856,051.80 $489,356.70
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WASTEWATER

REVENUE

As with the water budget, the supporting line item in wastewater is RENTS CURRENT.  The 
projection, based on the model is within (5) five percent of the 2012 year end revenue figure. 
Calculate a $0.27 increase against the projected usage equals a $206,400.00 revenue line 
item.  It is recommended that the line item be established at $200,000.00.  This is the 
recommended budget figure for 2014.  The TOWNSHIP RENT will increase by $0.50 per 
1000 gallons to $3.01.   This is the third consecutive increase in an attempt to get the 
township charge more in line with the actual process cost as per the INTERMUNICIPAL 
AGREEMENT.  The operating cost analyses will be reviewed with the Township again in 
2014.  At December 31, 2012 Township usage was 15.079 million gallons, an average of 1.26 
million gallons per month.  From January 2013 through October 2013 the average monthly 
usage was 1.47 million gallons.  Estimating the 2014 usage establishes 17.680 million gallon 
for the year.  Based on a rate of $3.01 the revenue line item would be $53,217.28.  The 
recommendation is to establish the line item at $50,000.00.  These line items are estimated 
down due to the hospital moving from the Borough into the Township.  Because of the move 
the Borough will receive $3.01/1000 gallons for 2.640 million gallons from the Township for 
processing cost versus $6.12 that previously would have gone directly to the Borough. 

EXPENSE

ADMINISTRATION

There is an increase of 27% over the year end 2012 total in this department. This is primarily 
due to the redistribution of labor wages in all three budgets.  This is due to the amount of time 
our operators have been contributing to plant operations.  The plant is over 20 years old and 
requires more attention than in past years.  Laboratory fees are also up attributable to 
additional State requirements on testing. The sewer operator line item went from $0.00 to 
$20,000.00.

COLLECTION

The department total has been projected down 59% from year end 2012.  The MAINT 
REPAIR line item in 2011 was inflated due to a major man hole reconstruction project  in a 
State highway.  Because of this 2012 was projected down 27%.  With no major projects 
anticipated these line items have been reduced for the second year.
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TREATMENT

The sludge line item in this department has increased in 2012 by nearly three and one half 
times the year end 2011 expense figure.  Sludge removal is typically 65-70% of a treatment 
plants operating budget.  This is necessary to hold an approximate 30 day sludge inventory. 
That was not the practice prior to contracting with Pa Environmental.  The decanting, wasting 
and sludge removal has been gradually increased by PA Environmental.  When PA 
Environmental first came on board it was discovered that our sludge inventory was well over 
60 days.  This was giving us extremely high ammonia rates along with other problems, such 
as high biochemical oxygen demand.  These factors resulted in poor plant performance as 
well as several fines imposed by the Department of Environmental Protection.  The sludge 
inventory has been brought back to approximately 30 days and the plant is now operating 
much more efficiently and no violations were assessed by year end 2012 or 2013 as of 
October..  To maintain efficient  plant operations it is projected that future budgets will be 
heavily impacted by this line item.  As predicted in the 2012 budget summary, the valve 
repairs made at the digester's in 2012 have helped to reduce this line item.  The digester's 
can now be used separately making inventorying more efficient.  At the end of October 2013 
the line item is at $41,028.00.  The budgeted figure for 2012 was $40,000.00, thats 
$27,800.00 less than 2011.  With only two month to go in 2013 it is recommended that the 
2014 line item be established at $45,000.00.

BUILDING HALL & BARN

There is no major change in this department.

BUILDING SEWER

This department is basically driven by the HEAT / GENERATOR line item.  Generator 
maintenance is critical to plant operations, as this equipment powers the plant during 
electrical outages.  This equipment is required by DEP and must be operable at all times. 
The Borough has contracted with DYNATECH INDUSTRIES, Lebanon, Pa. for annual service 
and repairs.   This adds approximately $1500.00 to the line item.  The fuel supply for the 
generator is also the fuel supply that heats the building, thereby creating a higher number 
than there would be with weekly exercising and occasional power outages.

GENERAL OPERATIONS

This department remains the same as the previous two years.
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MISCELANIOUS

This department is significantly reduced from the 2012 budget.  In 2012 the PUMPS line item 
was established at $16,000.00 with no budget for CAPITAL.  In 2014 it is recommended that 
pumps be replaced out of  the capital account.  Then budget the surplus $5,349.24 to the 
capital line item.  By doing this the pumps are basically financed through the capital fund over 
time.  An $8,000.00 pump with a life expectancy of 10 years would essentially be capitalized 
in a little over 3 years assuming no other capital purchases.

PROPOSED
2014

 

BUDGETED REVENUES

INTEREST  $        135.88 
RENTS-CURRENT  $ 200,000.00 
RENTS-TOWNSHIP  $   50,000.00 
CONNECTIONS  $     1,000.00 
EMPLOYEE MED CONT  $     3,023.40 
TOTAL BUDGETED REVENUES  $ 254,159.28 

BUDGETED EXPENSES
ADMINISTRATION

MANAGER WAGES  $   19,200.00 
SEWER OPERATOR WAGES  $   20,000.00 
OVERTIME WAGES  $     2,522.27 
SECRETARY WAGES  $   12,350.00 
PART TIME WAGES  $     5,200.00 
OFFICE SUPPLIES  $        600.00 
PAYROLL FEES  $        600.00 
AUDIT  $     2,000.00 
MILEAGE  $              -   
ENGINEER SERVICES  $   10,500.00 
LEGAL SERVICES  $        500.00 
TRAINING & EDUCATION  $        200.00 
LABORATORY FEES  $     8,500.00 
ANNUAL REPORT  $              -   
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PROPOSED
2014

ACCOUNTING  $     1,500.00 
TELEPHONE  $     2,300.00 
COMPUTER SOFTWARE W/S  $        300.00 
ADVERTISING  $        250.00 
MEMBERSHIPS & PUBLICATIONS  $        200.00 
INDUSTRIAL APPRAISER  $        100.00 
CDL EXPENSES  $         75.00 

TOTAL DEPARTMENT  $   86,897.27 

COLLECTIONS
COLLECTION WAGES - $

MATERIAL & SUPPLIES  $     1,000.00 
MAINTENANCE & REPAIR  $     1,500.00 

TOTAL DEPARTMENT  $     2,500.00 

TREATMENT
MATERIAL & SUPPLIES  $     3,500.00 
PERMIT/DISCHARGE SEWER  $        500.00 
ELECTRICITY  $   21,500.00 
SLUDGE/QAQC  $   45,000.00 
MAINTENANCE & REPAIR  $     4,000.00 
W/S PLANT CONTRACT  $   15,000.00 
TOTAL DEPARTMENT  $   89,500.00 

BUILDING HALL & BARN
HALL/BARN MAINT. & REPAIR  $        150.00 
MATERIAL & SUPPLIES  $              -   
MINOR EQUIPMENT PURCHASE  $              -   
GAS & ELECTRIC  $     2,729.95 

 $              -   
TOTAL DEPARTMENT  $     2,879.95 
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PROPOSED
2014

BUILDING SEWER
MATERIAL & SUPPLIES  $        678.46 
HEAT/GENERATOR  $     6,500.00 
GENERAL EXPENSE  $     1,500.00 

TOTAL DEPARTMENT  $     8,678.46 

GENERAL OPERATIONS

MATERIAL & SUPPLIES
TOOL & MINOR EQUIPMENT  $        452.67 
VEHICLE EXPENSE  $     1,581.04 
GASOLINE  $     2,463.81 
MAINTENANCE & REPAIR  $     1,074.11 
MAJOR MACH EQUIP  $              -   
UNIFORMS  $        708.96 

TOTAL DEPARTMENT  $     6,280.59 

MISCELLANEOUS
SOCIAL SECURITY  $     2,586.62 
CONTRACTED SERVICES  $     1,500.00 
POSTAGE  $     1,200.00 
CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS  $     5,349.24 
PUMPS  $              -   
CHESAPEAKE BAY  $     1,000.00 
HEALTH & HOSPITAL INSURANCE  $   21,801.08 
GENERAL INSURANCE  $   23,414.71 
LIFE INSURANCE  $        457.56 
U.C. CLAIMS  $        113.80 
DISABILITY INS.  $              -   
TOTAL DEPARTMENT  $   57,423.01 

TOTAL BUDGETED REVENUES  $ 254,159.28 

TOTAL BUDGETED EXPENSES  $ 254,159.28 
SURPLUS / (DEFICIT)  $          (0.00)
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WASTEWATER
SUMMARY

Due to an aging facility and rising cost it has become necessary to increase waste 
water treatment rates by $0.27 per 1000 gallons used.  This increase is being kept as minimal 
as possible by altering many line items in the 2014 budget.  We made several facility 
upgrades in 2013 and that has made it difficult to directly follow the modeling method.  It will 
be necessary in 2014 to follow the waste water budget closely and make line item 
adjustments during the year if needed.  The account balances below are  accurate, but can 
be somewhat deceiving.  In 2013 the Township purchased $55,000.00 worth of  Equivalent 
Dwelling Units *(EDU's) from the Borough for use at the new hospital.  Although a great shot 
in the arm for the waste water budget, this is a rare occurrence and can not be budgeted or 
relied on.

* Capacity measurement

2011-2013 Wastewater Accounts
   

Dec 31, 2011 Sept. 31, 2012 Oct. 31, 2013
Money Market $128,705.58 $52,026.76 $89,807.52

Sinking Fund $148,466.49 $174,776.72 $183,625.59

Cap Reserve $162,732.71 $152,611.55 $103,886.00

Customer Deposits $  8,349.06 $ 10,547.76 $9,098.04

Total $488,253.84 $389,962.79 $386,417.15
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